66 c10 wiring diagram

Projects for your gmc upgrading sm to sm Pic of a fuse block the present chevrolet amp. Looks
like a twelve year old got ahold of some duct tape and went to work. A lot of the wires arent
connected and i have no idea what goes where. Posted on june 5 by admin. I have a 66 c10 i just
purchased and turns out the rats ate through most of the wiring. The gmc guy the breakthrough
engineering trucks. Gmc truck regarding chevy c10 pick up fuse box by admin through the
thousand photographs on the internet in relation to chevy c10 pick up fuse box we all selects
the best selections with greatest quality exclusively for you all and now this pictures is usually
considered one of photographs choices in our best. Does anyone know anything about the
wiring on these trucks or would have any knowledge where i could get my hands on some
diagrams for it. If anyone has a diagram they could send it would be greatly appreciated. The
truck triumph of the 60s. Very clean truck but the wiring is in bad shape. This website was setup
because there was no information for 66 gmc trucks or Wrg 64 Chevy C10 Wiring Diagram. Wrg
64 C10 Wiring Diagram Color. Wrg 66 Chevy Truck Wiring. Backup Lights 60 66 Chevy Pickups.
Wrg 66 C10 Truck Wire Diagram. Docrebuild S Oosoez Wiring Guides. Wire Harness Installation
Instructions. Wrg 64 Chevy Wire Diagram Color. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About
Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. This page will describe the conversion of my father's '66
Chevy truck from warning lights to gauges. This conversion involves replacing the instrument
panel and wiring with parts taken from a donor truck with the factory gauge option. This
conversion applies to - Chevy trucks since they all use the same instrument panel. Replacement
cluster lenses are available through many Parts Suppliers. Weatherhead calls it a "threaded
sleeve nut" and Edelmann calls it a "double compression nut". See my Factory Chevrolet
Mechanical Oil Pressure Gauge Information page for more details on the above listed fittings
needed to hook up a factory oil pressure gauge. Differences in the Gauge vs. Light Wiring
Harnesses Under-dash harness The gauge harness lacks a wire for the oil pressure warning
light. There is no wiring for the oil pressure gauge since it is mechanical. The gauge harness
only has one temperature sending unit wire. The light harness has two wires going to the
sending unit. One is for a cold light and the other is for a hot light. The gauge harness does not
have a wire for the "generator" light. Instead, it has wiring for the ammeter that is not present in
the warning light harness. One of the ammeter wires takes the place of the "generator" light
wire. The other ammeter wire takes the place of the "cold" temperature light wire. It does has
sockets that plug into the backs of the ammeter and temp gauge. The light harness has sockets
that plug into the backs of the ammeter and temp gauge. Engine harness Again, the gauge
harness is lacking a oil light wire and has one less temperature sending unit wire. This harness
also contains one of the ammeter wires that attaches to the starter solenoid. Alternator harness
The gauge harness contains one extra wire for the ammeter that attaches to the power
distribution block on the horn relay. The Swap Procedure The wiring harnesses from the parts
truck were in okay condition but still required a few repairs. This involved untaping the
harnesses and inspecting all of the wires for damage. Most of the wires were okay but I had to
replace a few that had been cut and spliced. I also had to replace a few corroded terminals as
well. Since all of the parts trucks had 6 cylinder engines, I had originally planned on modifying
the existing V8 harness by adding a wire for the ammeter. However, upon closer inspection, the
existing harness wasn't in very good condition. So, I ended up modifying a 6 cylinder wiring
harness to fit the V8. Actually it only involved re-wrapping the wires into a slightly different
configuration and shortening the wires to the coil. The gauge cluster from the parts truck only
required a bit of cleaning before it was installed. Swapping the temperature sending unit, and
hooking up the copper oil line completed the swap from lights to gauges. Important: Do not use
water or a damp cloth when cleaning the gauge faces. The silk screened markings are water
soluble and easily damaged. Tachometer Wiring In addition to the gauges, we also installed a
factory tachometer that we found in an old '66 Chevy farm truck. A good place to look for these
is in larger trucks like 40, 50, and 60 series trucks. They used the same instrument panel as the
pick up trucks. Look for a tach from a truck with the same type of engine as yours 6 or 8
cylinder because they do not have a selection switch like aftermarket tachs. The tachometer
wiring is totally separate from the rest of the wiring so installation is fairly simple. The
tachometer's ground is through the metal dash so there are only two wires to connect. The
power wire plugs into the fuse panel and the sensor wire is hooked to the negative - terminal on
the coil. Factory Wiring Diagrams Here are some wiring diagrams that illustrate the differences
between the warning light and gauge wiring. Please note that there are some differences
particularly in color coding for other years. Here are some very similar to '64 and diagrams that
show those differences. An Alternative to Replacing the Wiring Harnesses The swap can be
done by modifying the existing wiring harnesses. Do this at your own risk. It will involve adding
a few extra wires and un-hooking some unused ones. The oil sender wire and one of the

temperature sender wires dk green one are no longer needed. Also note that you can't just plug
the gauge style instrument panel into a wiring harness meant for warning lights. The plug will fit
physically but some of the terminals have different uses and locations. The above wiring
diagrams can be used to determine these differences. If at all possible I would suggest using
the wiring from a parts truck after making any needed repairs or purchasing new wiring
harnesses. Here's how the ammeter was wired in trucks with original gauges:. Especially when
wiring up the ammeter. The danger lies in the fact that the ammeter is wired directly to the
battery with no fuse. Adding a fuse to the circuit would be a great idea even if using a new
wiring harness. Unlike most aftermarket ammeters where the shunt is internal to the meter
assembly, the ammeters in these trucks used the wire connecting the battery to the junction
block on the horn relay as the shunt. Most of the current flows through that wire the shunt and
only a small fraction flows through the meter. That makes it possible to add a fuse in series with
this type of ammeter. Since both wires are connected to the battery, fuses in both locations
would be best. And since it's a shunt type meter 4A fuses will be large enough. For a factory
type appearance, fuse holders from a '67 to '75 GM truck as pictured below can be used. I've
noticed that some earlier and later year GM trucks did use small 3 or 4A inline fuses in the
ammeter wiring. I don't know why the ''66 trucks didn't have them from the factory. Note: I am
working on an update to this page that will include a step-by-step conversion procedure along
with some new diagrams. I do not have that page ready to upload yet, but in the meantime here
are some of the new diagrams I have drawn that show the gauge wiring. Register or Log In To
remove these advertisements. OK,here goes. I hope this helps and I hope I can get them in good
ledgible order. Attached Images. Why does the horn need a wire? Looks good to me and I am
sure it will help alot of people. If you take apart the horn button there is a contact that is
engaged when you press on the horn. What you are actually doing is sending a ground signal to
your horn relay coil which has power at it and to one side of contact. When ground signal
makes it to the coil at horn relay it engages and closes contact to provide 12v to your horn.
Thus giving you the beep beep sound. I hope this makes sense. Originally Posted by low79fx.
Find More Posts by Longhorn Man. I have a bunch more, just can't find them right now Here's
the engine, cab, and, tail section. Thanks guys! These look like they'll work. Just sat down and
went thru a harnesses for 68 and labelled everything. Now to move onto the Find More Posts by
Budman Moving this up into the stickies. Thanks for the input. Find More Posts by panhandler
Re: full body wiring. OK this is what I'm doing i just bought a new stock under the dash fues
box with gages. I already have the harness for the gage cluster. What do i. And what do i need
to do for the new one. Does the. Thanks in advance barney. Which harness is easiest in doing a
complete re-wire? Most of the original wiring was missing on my truck. It had been sitting in a
field for 30 years or so. If you are going to use the stock dist. The wire is not on the diagram
above. As I understand it, the truck came with resistor wire going to the points during run so
they would last longer. After much research on my part and the help of my Dad, he was a
mechanic when the truck was new ; this is what we came up with. Attached Images wiring 64
starter, ignition, ALT and headlights. Driven daily since Mostly original. Fuel tank relocate.
Maintenance, repairs and upgrades on his dime now. Last edited by ljackson; at PM. Find More
Posts by ljackson. Looking for some help! I have a 64 C20 with rear light issues. I have turn
signals but no brakes, running lights. Also, I have no interior dome light, but gas indicator
works. I have replaced just about everything with no luck. Starting at the back, new bulbs, new
wiring harness all the way to the front, new brake light switch, new dome light and wiring, new
director signal connector in the steering wheel. The onyl place I can see on the wiring diagram
where dome light and rear lights meet is in the light switch connector. Anyone out there got any
ideas? I am stumped!! All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - chevytrucks. Web
chevytrucks. User Name. Remember Me? Site Merchandise FAQ. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of
2. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by low79fx. Re: full body wiring Here are a couple more that
might help. Re: full body wiring Well thats it hope these help. Re: full body wiring Why does the
horn need a wire? Find More Posts by mbgmike. Re: full body wiring If you take apart the horn
button there is a contact that is engaged when you press on the horn. Re: full body wiring
Quote: Originally Posted by low79fx If you take apart the horn button there is a contact that is
engaged when you press on the horn. Re: full body wiring looks great! FAQ thread here! Visit
Longhorn Man's homepage! Re: full body wiring I have a bunch more, just can't find them right
now Re: full body wiring Does anyone have more wireing diagrams for 65? Find More Posts by
65Guy. Find More Posts by aerotruk Re: full body wiring tag. Re: full body wiring Here's the e
2000 ford ranger manual locking hubs
1991 ford festiva parts
ford 4 speed overdrive manual transmission

ngine, cab, and, tail section. Find More Posts by VetteVet. Re: full body wiring Thanks guys!
Find More Posts by JJchamp Re: full body wiring Quote: Originally Posted by low79fx ok,here
goes. Visit Budman56's homepage! Re: full body wiring i love it. Find More Posts by rudy Re:
full body wiring Moving this up into the stickies. Re: full body wiring these are awesome and
easy to copy and paste onto 11x17 for good use. Find More Posts by jesseo. Find More Posts by
old chevy truck. Re: full body wiring Awesome! Thanks for sharing! Find More Posts by charlie
Re: full body wiring anyway you can email these to me in an attachement. Find More Posts by
Barney Find More Posts by 65Gregg. Re: full body wiring Thanks 65Gregg! Re: full body wiring
Which harness is easiest in doing a complete re-wire? Re: full body wiring Most of the original
wiring was missing on my truck. Visit ljackson's homepage! Re: full body wiring Looking for
some help! Find More Posts by TotalNewby. Digg del. Posting Rules.

